Cockroach Control Kit - Basic
Kit Includes:
(1) Demon WP - 4 Pack Sachet
(1) Hand Duster
(1) Advion Roach Gel - 30 gram
(1) BorActin Dust - 1 lb bottle
(12) Professional Bug Trap & Monitors
Thank you for purchasing the Cockroach Control Kit - Basic. This kit is designed to aid in the control of most species of cockroaches in homes and small businesses. This kit is not
designed to provide control of cockroaches in restaurants or commerical food establishments.
Before applying any pesticides please refer to the label directions for the proper use as well as precautionary measures that should be taken before you use or apply these
materials.
General Suggestions For Use:
Cockroaches hide in cracks and crevices. They do not routinely crawl across baseboards or open walls unless the infestation is severe. In most cases, treatment of kitchen and bathroom
cabinets, sink cabinets, plumbing voids (inside walls under sinks), around (not inside) kitchen appliances such as dishwashers. refrigerators, stoves, and built in microwaves, is extremely
important. Treatment of pantry and food storage areas and other places where food is stored is also extremely important. It is also important that no food crumbs, trash, open food,
open water or other food sources be available to cockroaches at any time. This includes open pet food, bird food, watering bowls, etc. Sanitation is the first step to cockoach control.
Use a vacuum cleaner, shop vac, etc, and remove as much food debris and crumbs as possible and cover any open food. Empty kitchen sink at night and wipe dry.
Demon WP - One gallon of solution for an average house applied at the low rate of 0.1% (1 water soluble bag per gallon of water) is all that is usually required. Applied by use of a small
hand sprayer to cracks and crevices of empty cabinets, cupboards, pantry shelves, etc. Do not spray the entire shelf, only the cracks and crevices. Also spray baseboards, behind
furniture, closets, etc. To help control other pests, spray the outer perimeter of garages, around outside doors, windows, foundations, eaves, weepholes, vents, pipes, etc. Let dry
thoroughly and replace cabinet linings before replacing food or utensils.
Hand Duster - Fill the duster 1/3 full with BorActin Dust and replace the rubber stopper. Shake side-to-side and turn upside down (duster tube facing up) to apply the dust. Apply dust
into cracks and crevices between and under cabinets, inside walls around electrical switch plates, plumbing accesses, around and under dishwasher, stove, and under refrigerator. When
applying dust, a very light dusting is all that is required. Simply squeeze the duster a few times for each application, constantly rotating it back and forth to fill duster tube with dust
before squeezing. Do not apply to open baseboards or anywhere dust can be seen. Dusting is for hidden areas only. If you make a mess wipe it up with wet rag or paper towel. If
duster becomes clogged, unscrew the duster tube clean out rod and insert into front of duster tube to unclog, then replace.
Advion Roach Gel - Apply roach gel bait inside kitchen and bathroom cabinets an any place cockroaches are seen. A small bait “dot” about the size of a pencil eraser in the corners of
cabinets or every 12” gives the best results. A typical kitchen will require many “bait dot” placements, bathrooms require much less. Do not overspray with Demon WP, Borid or apply
anywhere bait can become contaminated with household cleaners, etc. Only apply bait in areas where these products are not used. Do not contaminate the bait.
Bug Traps & Monitors - Place 1 monitor under each sink, and beside refrigerator, washing machine and dryer. Inspect these stations frequently to determine roach populations. Lots of
small roaches indicate breeding and reproduction and lots of adult roaches indicate a large population and no roaches indicate success!
Control is not immediate. Be patient and allow the products to work. Repeat application in 2-3 weeks or as needed. This kit contains enough products to treat the average 2,000 sq ft
home 2 - 3 times. Most pesticides are short lived and require regular applications on a monthly or quarterly basis to maintain their effectiveness. Elimination of roaches that may be
living inside walls or other untreatable areas and obtaining 100% elimination may not be possible without a professional analysis and treatment

If you have any questions, comments, or suggestions, please contact us toll free at 1-855-55-EPEST (37378) or visit us online at www.ePestSupply.com

